For Myung Mi Kim

This book was commissioned to mark the republication of Myung Mi Kim’s *Dura* (Nightboat, 2008) and the forthcoming publication of *Penury* (Omnidawn, 2009). This project would not have been possible without the generous funding and support of the English Department, the Poetics Program, and The Poetry Collection at SUNY Buffalo. Thanks to Steve McCaffery (David Gray Chair of Poetry and Letters), Dennis Tedlock (James H. McNulty Chair of English), Cristanne Miller (English Department Chair), and Michael Basinski and James Maynard (Curator and Visiting Assistant Curator of the Poetry Collection). Thanks to the Electronic Poetry Center for housing a digital version of this text. Thanks also to our contributors, for their willingness to share their experiences with (and dedication to) Myung Mi Kim. And, of course, tremendous thanks to Myung herself, who has meant much to many.
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